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The Landslide at Banc Dolhelfa, near Llangurig, Powys
Colin Humphrey

Figure 1—The whole landslide site viewed eastward on a minor road west of the Wye Valley from SN 916 746, 1 km from the
head of the slide. The landslide toe extends to the river, the line of which is marked by the nearest trees.

close to the visible fault parallel to the upper south edge.
The slide may have been triggered by movement on this
fault. Subsequently there has been some further collapse
and retreat of parts of the northern escarpment. Screes
show that rock displacement has continued from the
upper part of the slide in recent times.

Summary
The site, about 5 km south of Llangurig, is one of the
largest bedrock slides in Mid Wales, 650 m long
downslope ENE to WSW, and 150 to 200 m wide, until
now undocumented, though noted on the British
Geological Survey Rhayader Sheet. The line of the
A470 road along the eastern side of the River Wye
bulges conspicuously to maintain contour around the
lower part of the slide mass. The landslide can be
glimpsed driving north on the A470 but the whole
feature is plainly visible from a minor road running
along the western side of the Wye (Fig 1).

The slide mass itself is now inactive but movement was
reported in 1850. The complexity of the site is of
interest, particularly now that more attention is being
paid to landsliding in Britain. No rights of way exist
over or near the landslide but experienced visitors can
obtain permission to visit the site. Many parts are
dangerously steep and there is also a risk of rock fall.

Most landslides in the area are in superficial deposits,
but here the Silurian bedrock has failed. This is a
complex landslide. Slide mass displacement has left the
south flank of the depletion zone with a bedding-parallel
slope inclined towards the slide axis, and the north flank
with a steep escarpment. Planar failure of thin-bedded
mudstone has occurred on the south side, and a
pronounced subvertical jointing has allowed blocks to
be detached from the north side and the head of the
landslide. Depletion zone geometry is clearly
translational in form, not rotational, with combined
bedding-related multi-planar failure and jointing-related
block failure. The site of the original failure is very

Geological history and regional structure
Palaeozoic
All the rocks of this part of Mid Wales were deposited
in an ancient sea, the Welsh Basin, during the time
interval 520-410 Ma. The basin was situated near the
northern edge of a microcontinent, Avalonia, itself on
the southern margin of the Iapetus Ocean (e.g.,
Brenchley et al., 2006). During the Ordovician and
Silurian periods sediment flowed into the subsiding
basin from the Midland Platform to the east, and
Pretannia to the south. Sole marks and cross-
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stratification in rocks of the north escarpment (most of
which have moved) indicate palaeocurrents from
between SSW and SSE. Tectonic forces slowly closed
the Iapetus Ocean and Avalonia drifted from the
southern to the northern hemisphere where, around 415
to 390 Ma, in the Early Devonian, it collided with the
continent of Laurentia in the Caledonian event. The
final stage of this collision, the Acadian Orogeny, led
to uplift, and folded and cleaved the basin rocks during
the early to middle Devonian. Banc Dolhelfa lies on
the western flank of a moderately folded district, the
NNE-trending Tylwych Anticline, a region of second
order folding between the first order structures of the
Central Wales Lineament 5 km to the NW and the
Tywi Lineament 10 km to the SE (e.g., Davies et al.,
1997). A steeply dipping ENE-striking fault lies very
close to the southern flank of the landslide, passing
beneath it at depth.

torrent of meltwater and gravel debris may have further
undercut the oversteepened valley side, creating yet
another source of instability. Freeze-thaw has led to
continued erosion of exposed rock, as the extensive
screes show.
Landslide dimensions and classification
The landslide is roughly rectangular in plan, about 150
m wide at the head and through the depletion zone, up
to 200 m wide at the widest point of the accumulation
zone, and 650 m long from the head to the tip of the
slide mass at the bank of the Wye (Fig 2). The slide
displaced around one third of a million cubic metres of
rock, some of which remains within the depletion zone.
The crown is at 465 m elevation, and the landslide toe
on the Wye is at 260 m, giving the landslide a total
height of 205 m and an average gradient of 18º. The
A470 road crosses the slide mass at 295 m elevation,
bulging conspicuously to the west to maintain its
contour.

The rocks exposed at Banc Dolhelfa were laid down
around 430 Ma. They belong to the Glanyrafon
Formation of the Telychian Stage of the Llandovery
Epoch, in the early part of the Silurian Period. At this
location the BGS map cross-section (BGS, 1993)
indicates that the formation is now some 300 m thick,
much more having been eroded away. It consists of
sandstone - mudstone couplets, the sandstones typically
1-3 cm thick on the south side, which were deposited
by turbidity currents from the southern shelf of the
Welsh Basin. Such flows probably occurred on average
every hundred years or so. The turbidites are Bouma
Tcd types, with convolute bedding and crossstratification in the sandstones (discussed in Davies et
al., 1997). There are trace fossil burrows on the base of
some sandstones.
Above the Glanyrafon mudstones in the stratigraphic
sequence is the Pysgotwr Grits Formation, several
bands of which are exposed in the vicinity by folding.
One such band extends southwards to terminate
immediately adjacent to the upper northern escarpment
of the Banc Dolhelfa site. These Grits are described on
the BGS Rhayader Sheet as high matrix sandstone,
locally pebbly.

Figure 2 – Plan and location of the landslide site.

The British Geological Survey adopts the commonly
accepted international classification for landslides, and
presents on its website an illustration from Jones & Lee
(1994), which is based on the seminal work of Varnes.
Using this classification, Banc Dolhelfa, [grid ref. SN
9253 7502 to SN 9193 7478] can be described as a
complex landslide, predominantly translational, with
evidence of planar rock and debris sliding on the south
side of the depletion zone and block failure by falling
on the north side. Failed rock on both sides broke into a
debris flow in the accumulation zone. Evidently the
south side slid on bedding planes partly concordant
with the topographic slope, and the back and north side
failed on subvertical joints, leaving a steep escarpment
(Fig 3). Subsequent progressive failure and retreat of
the escarpment has occurred by slumping and rock fall.

Quaternary
During the last 2 Ma, the Pleistocene Period, most of
Wales was periodically covered by ice sheets and
glaciers (e.g., Lewis & Richards, 2005). The glaciers
advanced during the glacial periods and retreated and
melted during the interglacial periods. The ice sheets of
the last glacial period, the Devensian, began around
122,000 years ago and covered this area of Wales soon
after, reaching a peak around 25,000 years and finally
wasting around 15,000 years. The shape of the valley
on this part of the Wye indicates the action of glaciers
flowing from Plynlimon. The flat tops of the hills in the
area correspond to the Welsh peneplain. Glacial push
may have slightly oversteepened the bedrock of the
lower valley side, leaving it less stable when the
confining pressure of ice was removed; and glacial
retreat left the lower valley sides mantled with till.
After the river Wye was re-established, an erosive

There is no evidence of rotational failure, nor is there
hydrogeological evidence in the form of water
accumulation or flow, to suggest that elevated pore
pressures might be implicated in the failure. The very
close proximity of a large fault parallel to the depletion
zone suggests the initial failure may have been
triggered by an earthquake caused by post-glacial
movement on this fault, which is interpreted on the
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BGS sheet as passing below the area of beddingparallel failure at depth. Many thin volcanic bentonite
horizons were deposited in the Llandovery epoch but
no bentonite layers have been observed at this failure,
and even if such a lubricant were to have assisted the
initial failure, this is a multi-planar slide, and bentonite
is unlikely to have existed at all the failure planes.
There are no other recorded landslides along this part
of the River Wye.

metres downslope, after which the accumulated debris
lies above the adjacent hillside.

Figure 4 – Standing on the intact crown, looking south-west down the
upper part of the south flank, where bedding-parallel separation of
the slide mass first occurred on a thin mudstone bed.

Fig 3 – The translational nature of the slide, beginning with
bedding-parallel failure and ending with joint-related failure.

The main slide is evidently post-Devensian but without
finding buried wood it cannot be dated. However, the
steepness of many debris slopes and hummocks, and
the very thin soil cover, suggest recent origin, perhaps
within the last one thousand years Apart from slowly
continuing slumps and falls from the escarpment, and
slow freeze-thaw degradation of exposed bedding
planes, the landslide is now inactive. Although there
has been some separation of small areas of debris since
the initial event, no recent cracks are visible in the slide
mass. The many stunted trees show no evidence of
tilting due to creep. The road has been on its present
alignment since the 18th century, and has been
macadamed since the 1900s with no known serious
maintenance problems (Mid Wales Trunk Road
Agency, pers. comm., 2009). The BGS memoir briefly
mentions a report of movement in 1850. The
recollection of the memoir lead author (J.A. Davies,
pers. comm., 2009) is that this was a newspaper report,
held in the BGS archives, referring to a fall blocking
the carriageway.

Figure 5 – Looking west down the vegetated slope of the beddingparallel south flank in the lower part of the depletion zone, onto the
hummocky accumulation zone above the road. The small ridges to the
right are vegetated minor escarpments associated with further
bedding-parallel slide planes.

Two prominent ridges lie on the floor of the depletion
zone parallel to the south flank, with the same dip and
strike as the south flank, and the same suggestion of
bedding-parallel failure. The sandstone beds exposed
on these ridges are up to 150 mm thick (Fig 6). These
resistant beds define the floor of the depletion zone.
Cleavage dips slightly more steeply than bedding,
thereby assisting downslope movements. Beddingparallel sliding probably initiated at the south flank,
with failure quickly occurring on successive beds until
it reached the north flank. The prominent ridges record
the places where failure switched from one bed to
another.

South flank and planar sliding
The hillside immediately adjacent to the south edge of
the landslide has a slope of 28°. The south flank of the
depletion zone is mostly vegetated on a very thin soil
but in places it exposes a single horizon of thin
mudrock, dipping 43° WNW towards the central axis
of the landslide zone (Fig 4 & 5), and striking with the
regional trend SSW (206°).

North flank escarpment and joint failure
The north flank of the depletion zone is an escarpment,
once up to 25 m high in places, and now with talus at
its base. Most of the face of the escarpment is slumped
on the jointing, leaving obvious dislocation of strata
across the joints and a variation in apparent dip. In one
place a 60 m length of the face of the escarpment has
slumped, collapsing more at the downhill end than at
the uphill end, as can be seen from the angle of bedding
(Figure 7).

The topographic slope of the hill intersects this bedding
plane on a straight line WSW (252°) down the ridge
which forms the south edge of the depletion zone.
Thus, while the bedding dip is 43° towards the slide
axis, the inward slope of the present south flank is only
around 25° towards the slide axis. The depletion zone
lies below the level of the adjacent hillside for over 200
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Quaternary, following glacial unloading. This has
caused extensive subvertical jointing which strikes
310° and dips SW at 80º, thus leaning away from the
south-westerly direction of travel of the original slide
mass from the north flank. Therefore the remaining
escarpment tends not to topple, although talus indicates
some collapse since the landslide.
The nature of the northern escarpment changes
suddenly near the lower (western) end of the depletion
zone (Fig 9). It becomes less steep and is not as jointed
as the mudstones of the steeper escarpment. The
depletion zone itself occurs entirely in thin-bedded
Glanyrafon Formation, which is mostly mudstone, with
some thin sandstone beds forming the depletion floor.
However, the Pysgotwr Grits Formation lies just north
of the north escarpment of the landslide. In some
localities north of Banc Dolhelfa these Grits are
exposed in small quarries as massively bedded
sandstone. A change in lithology begins to appear on
the lower northern edge of the Banc Dolhelfa depletion
zone. Here, in-situ sandstone beds around 200 mm
thick can be seen, with sandstone making up more of
the rock than the alternating mudstone. In the scree this
sandstone is coarse (grains >1 mm) and may signal the
beginning of the change of lithology into the overlying
Grits. This rock, being more competent than the
Glanyrafon mudstone, may have been a factor in
preventing further northward spread of sliding. An area
of small-scale tectonic folds of bedding occurs nearby
(Fig 10).

Figure 6 – Standing on a bedding-parallel failure in the middle of the
upper depletion zone, looking west at a slight escarpment, the other
side of which was another bedding-parallel slide plane. Successive
horizons of slightly thicker fine sandstones in the Glanyrafon
Formation rock probably helped to form a floor to the depletion
zone.

Figure 7 – Looking across the scree which covers the head of the
slide, at the steep upper north escarpment, with a 60 metre long
vertically collapsed block in the centre view.

The shape of the escarpment slope debris at the head of
the landslide on the northern side suggests that the
initial slide extended all the way across the head of the
site. Lower down the slide the jointing on the north
escarpment has formed numerous columns around 2 m
wide. Many joints have opened into fissures, leaving
columns completely detached from the bedrock behind
them (Fig 8).

Figure 9 – Looking up the slide at the whole of the north escarpment.
The steep and jointed character changes abruptly, perhaps due to the
close proximity of the more competent Pysgotwr Grits Formation.
The ridges are associated with successive bedding plane failure
across the slide from right to left.

Accumulation zone
Most of the accumulation zone is fairly uniform in
distribution, with a little more debris on the north side
where the hillside is slightly higher. This indicates a
nearly full width translational slide. Thereafter the
northern side of the depletion zone received additional
debris, evidently from the middle part of the northern
escarpment, either during the same event or later, and
this has been retained within the excavated depletion
zone. There are steep slopes and pronounced
hummocks in the accumulation zone (Fig 11).

Figure 8 – The northern escarpment in the lower depletion zone. The
face consists of numerous back-tilted columns subvertically fractured
on the jointing. To the left (west). the jointed character ceases and
the steepness disappears.

The joints were probably initiated at depth in the rocks
during various periods of erosion following uplift, from
the Upper Palaeozoic to the Tertiary. These joints were
then opened by freeze-thaw at the surface during the
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southern edge of the landslide depletion zone clearly
lies parallel to this fault gulley, and 15 m from it, the
two features continuing together for 200 m downslope.
Thereafter the line of the fault on the geological map
curves south away from the landslide and the gulley
disappears before the fault reaches the road. On the
map cross-section the fault is interpreted to be the
southern edge of a horst, with an up-throw between 200
and 300 m and a steep dip to the NNW which takes it
below the landslide at depth.

Figure 10 – Small-scale tectonic folds of bedding near the bottom of
the north escarpment.

Figure 12 – Large blocks helped to stabilise the slide and create
mounds in the accumulation zone. They display bedding orientation
which suggests they slid rather than tumbled in descent.

Figure 11 – Hummocky accumulation zone, looking west down the
slide.

Some of these hummocks expose large blocks of thin
bedded rock, which have not tumbled to destruction but
have survived unbroken during translational sliding,
and sometimes preserve a bedding geometry not much
different to in-situ rock higher up the slide. Where
these blocks came to rest a mound formed around them
(Fig 12). Some large blocks tumbled to the bottom of
the slide. One is visible in the river bank just above the
waterline, with its bedding now vertical, in striking
contrast to the gentler attitude of bedding in the in-situ
rocks just below it on the river bed (Fig 13). Although
the landslide clearly extended to the river, there is no
evidence of river alignment being significantly affected
by the debris. The bank nearest the landslide contains
slide debris, but the opposite bank does not, so it may
be inferred that the landslide toe extended to the
present river and little or no further. The river may not
therefore have carried away much of the landslide.

Figure 13 – A large tumbled block from the upper landslide resting
at the tip of the landslide toe on the east bank of the river Wye.

The fault
The geological map (BGS, 1993) shows a fault running
down the slope of Banc Dolhelfa, striking ENE, one of
the major faults in this region and thought to have
originated during a late stage of the Acadian Orogeny
(Davies et al., 1997, p.195). This structure, more than
20 km in length, is represented on the western side of
the Wye valley by a huge cleft in the hills (Fig 14). It
is not visible crossing the till of the valley floor, but is
represented on the eastern side by a deep fluvial gulley
on the upper part of Banc Dolhelfa (Fig 1). The

Figure 14 – Looking west from the road at 1.4 km distance, the fault
beside the landslide reappears as a huge cleft on the opposite side of
the Wye valley.

Many rock fragments in the debris near the south side
slope show deeply slickensided polished surfaces, some
of which are mineralised with quartz; they are
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interpreted to be derived from the fault zone and to
record movements within the zone (Fig 15). They are
not seen on the north side distant from the fault. The
presence of polished planes along the fault zone may
have increased rock instability in this area. It is possible
that the landslide was triggered by an earthquake
caused by post-glacial reactivation of this fault. From
the western side of the Wye another two fluvial gullies,
representing minor faults, are clearly visible 500 m to
the north; though without associated landsliding.

from where good views of the entire landslip and fault
gulley are also obtained.
The site is dangerous and should only be entered by
people with experience of such terrain, and not during
wet or windy weather. The head and south flank are
very steep and the north flank is perilously precipitous.
The depletion zone is subject to rock fall.
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